Why the Middle East May Be Too Hot to Live In by 2100
by Mohammed Abdelbary
Aug. 19, 2022: Abu Dhabi – London got so warm this summer that newspapers splashed with headlines saying temperatures in the city had exceeded those of scorching hot Dubai. 
One after another, European countries such as Spain and Portugal registered record highs this year.  The northern hemisphere did indeed witness record temperatures, with wildfires engulfing parts of Europe and drought threatening food supplies.  And, often, European cities witnessed hotter conditions than those in the Persian Gulf. 
But experts say that temperature alone isn't an adequate measure of the livability of a city; rather, a combination of heat and humidity is.  That's why the Middle East is far less livable than Europe, even at the same temperatures. 
The Middle East is still quite hot.  The Iranian city of Abadan set its record for the hottest dry heat temperature this year, when it hit 53°C (127°F) on August 5.  But combine that with the high levels of humidity in the region, and it becomes an even more inhospitable place for human beings.  It's harder to cool down when the weather is humid, as our bodies struggle to transfer their heat to "wet" air rather than dry air, making it harder to sweat it out and lower our body temperatures. 
The measure of heat combined with humidity is called the wet bulb temperature.  The name stems from the way this condition is measured, literally by wrapping a wet cloth around a thermometer and measuring the temperature as the water evaporates. 
This speaks directly to our body's ability to cool itself through sweating.
"The wet bulb temperature is the lowest temperature that can be reached by evaporative cooling," Tapio Schneider, a professor of environmental science and engineering at the California Institute of Technology, told CNN. 
The Middle East is especially vulnerable to rising global temperatures.  "The region is already warm and can be humid," he said.  "Therefore, global warming can push it into the zone where human health is endangered." 
On July 19, the UK experienced its hottest day on record, surpassing temperatures of 40°C for the 1st time, with a high of 40.3°C in eastern England.  On the same day, average temperatures in both London and Dubai were 34°C.  But the wet bulb temperature in London was 20°C, while Dubai was a more painful 27°C. 
The Persian Gulf is one of the few places in the world ever to record a wet bulb temperature that exceeds the threshold of human survivability, 35°C.  Since 2005, there have been 9 separate occasions of this on record. 
A wet bulb temperature of 35°C means the body can no longer cool itself to a temperature that can maintain normal functions. 
"It is a hard threshold for survivability, in that independent of age and fitness, humans cannot survive in those conditions; they will die within hours without special exertion," said Schneider. 
Wet bulb temperatures just under 35°C aren't ideal either.  "Humans experience heat stress at lower wet bulb temperatures too," he said.  "And the degree to which they can survive such heat stress does depend on fitness, age, and pre-existing conditions." 
The oil-rich Arab states of the Persian Gulf have equipped themselves against the heat, with energy-intensive air conditioning.  But other regional countries haven't been as privileged. 
In Iraq, employees in the city of Basra were asked to stay home due to high temperatures earlier this month.  However, households only get up to 10 hours of electricity from the national grid.  But those who can afford it pay private generator providers to cover the other hours.
In Gaza, residents cool off in the 3 to 4 hours of electricity they get per day, suffering for periods of up to 20 hours with no electricity daily.  Similarly, Lebanon's government no longer provides more than 2 hours of electricity per day. 
Even in some Gulf Arab states, such as Kuwait, where there is a building boom, access to air conditioning isn't available to all, including construction workers toiling outdoors. 
Research by Purdue University found that, at around a wet bulb temperature of 32°C, it becomes impossible even for healthy people to work outdoors, with physical labor having a limit of 31°C. 
An MIT simulation found that if the current pace of greenhouse gas emissions remains constant in the Persian Gulf, annual maximum wet bulb temperatures in cities such as Abu Dhabi, Dubai and Doha would exceed the threshold for human survivability (35°C) several times a year by the end of the century.
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